
It is not uncommon for companies to operate with multiple IRP accounts. This can happen through acquisition or business 
consolidation, or as an inherent result of a complex organizational structure. Often, companies can find significant cost 
savings and efficiencies by using just one base state. The J. J. Keller Base State Analysis Service provides a detailed 
analysis of your options with a recommendation for which state will benefit you the most.

J. J. Keller IRP experts conduct a full base state analysis including: 

• Tax obligations - Some states collect property tax as a pre-requisite to vehicle registration.  We will also review sales taxes
and exemptions that may apply.

• Titling requirements - We will analyze your state options and if those state IRP programs require that you title your vehicles
in their state.

• Turnaround Time - Our findings will include all factors that determine the speed of temporary registration; including
mandatory documentation, online process availability, and the speed of temporary IRP registration.

• IRP plate expiration dates -  As part of our analysis, we’ll look at your existing IRP account expiration dates, and include
those as part of our recommended timeline to transition.

After our compliance team completes their analysis, we meet with you to discuss findings, review the pros and cons of each 
state program and provide a recommendation on a base state. Our experts will speak to the various items included in the 
analysis and explain their importance to your business. 

Key Benefits
• Professional Assessment

Partnering with J. J. Keller allows you to receive a professional assessment 
from experts who truly understand IRP and IFTA.  You can focus your 
attention where you want it to be - on your business.

• Reduce Cost
Our experts provide recommendations that benefit your company financially.
Also, take advantage of any tax benefits that may exist in certain states.

• Minimize risk for audit
Reducing multiple IRP accounts to one or fewer accounts decreases
your exposure to state audits.

• Get your vehicles road ready faster
When you streamline your IRP base state, you’ll have fewer variables that
impact the time it takes to legally operate your vehicles.

Why J. J. Keller?
We make compliance our business so 

you can focus on yours. We are experts in 
helping companies with compliance with 

over 60 years of experience. We have over 
350,000 customers and 95% of Fortune 

500 companies. 

Let’s talk about getting started.
888.473.4638

jjkellerservices.com
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Base State Analysis Service 
Minimize your audit risk, reduce cost and operate efficiently
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